
APOLLO 13 LEADERSHIP THEORIES

The main characters in the film Apollo 13, Gene Kranz and Jim Lovell, demonstrate transformational leadership qualities
throughout the movie.

Clint Howard steps up to the plate and almost orders Harris to turn off the ship to save as much power as
possible. Conflict resolution is another significant thing he had to deal with. So, now Hanks and his crew are
now going to fly the next mission to the moon. The mission control team headed by Flight Director Gene
Kranz had developed a set of values, like discipline, morale, toughness, competence, commitment and team
work to approach this odd scenario. This was the case when the explosion happened as a result of the oxygen
cells being stirred. The characters Jim Lovell and Gene Kranz are the leaders who are able to meet those
challenges. Their problem solving ability and trust which is tested at various points in the mission. Not only is
he the new member of the team, he is also young and not as experienced as the other two. There were two It
includes four main factors: idealized influence charisma, inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation, and
individualized consideration. That uncertainty created a lot of space for innovation and creativity. Yet the only
certainty on offer is that they will never, ever know how capable their team is, unless they are stretched. Both
the leaders never displayed any fear and they were so confident about the successful return. At 73 hours, 46
minutes into the mission, the air-to-ground transcript describes the event: Lovell: OK. It is even said that by
beating the Russians to the moon, we established ourselves are the top power in the. Fitting into the group is
also a part of the Human Resources frame. Lovell: Yes, yaw's coming back in. First, the green team discussed
the success of the mission. He insists on redoing it and as a result is using his political power to convince the
rest of the team that they need to do it again. We had a split jury on whether or not we thought the mission was
successful. For accomplishing the goals they use these techniques. Haise: Yaw is in Read More. Successful
because almost every single person who worked for NASA pulled together in an astounding feat of teamwork
to save the crew. The structure of the team was in place due to the strong leadership delivered by both team
captions. The director, Ron Howard, attempted to make this movie as realistic as possible using direct
interaction from the space station and recreating the actual NASA mission control center in Huston. Jim
Lovell is an intelligent leader. When they are all getting buckled into the spacecraft, they are all united to their
goal of getting to the moon. That gives an opportunity for the engineers to think creatively and out of the box.
As one of the supervisors at Mission Control in Houston said, "Not a good way to fly. NASA has a very
unique culture, of which has almost caused its demise, multiple times. Freezing temperatures, illness and
thirstiness were accepted to store the energy that would be needed for the re-entry. This has been and
continues to be an ongoing fight that NASA has yet to overcome or even stabilize. Gene â€”Flight Director.
The Apollo 13 crew aboard the U. The two main characters, Gene Kranz Ed Harris and Jim Lovell Tom Hanks
are the key players who will address how a leader is able to survive and thrive in a world in which unexpected
events occur on a regular basis. Overall his experience helped him to stay calm and confident in a highly
stressful mission. His dream becomes a reality when is promoted to commander of the Apollo 13 mission to
the moon. When looking at Apollo 13 through this lens we get a better look at how the people operate and are
treated and operate themselves. Such a rapid reaction to serious problems could only have been achieved by
team work. It is a mixture of high stress and emotional extravagance by the characters. Each functional team
in the ground was represented by a team leader and the team leaders reported to the flight director. When Ken
Mattingly is brought in to figure out how to get the crew back with the limited resources it is structures that he
is developing to get them home. Now for lens 3. This attempt is also unsuccessful.


